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- Hybrid (Servo) Tank Gauging
- Hybrid (Radar) Tank Gauging
- Servo Custody Transfer Tank Gauging
- Radar Custody Transfer Tank Gauging
- HTG Tank Gauging
- Float & Tape Tank Gauging
- Annunciator Alarm Monitoring
- Displacer Independent High Level Alarm
- Gaugeboard Level Alarms

Communications
- Tank Gauging Loop Communications
- Tank Side Communications
- Wireless Communications
- Independent Communications

- Varec
- Enraf
- Saab
- GSI
- L&J
- Whessoe
- Motherwell
- Endress+Hauser
- Sakura
- Tokyo Keiso
- GPE
- MTS
- Barton Instruments
- Texas Instruments
- 4-20 mA Current Loop
- HART
- MODBUS
- Integrate over 50 different models of tank gauges from various manufacturers into a single system.
Varec’s wide range of products provide application specific solutions.
## Accessories & Maintenance Kits

A wide variety of components, spares, and kits are available to suit your tanks’ installation or maintenance requirements, including:

- Floats, manhole covers & inspection hatches, guidewires and anchors, conduit elbows, oil seals and support brackets
- The negator cassette kit to improve gauge performance

## 2500 Automatic Tank Gauge

The industry standard for float and tape tank gauging for over 50 years

- Provides a level accuracy of 0.2-1” inch (4-25 mm)
- Continuous level measurement with no power required
- Meets API Chapter 3.1B regulations for inventory control applications
- Large, easy-to-read display
- Suitable for virtually every tank gauging application

## 6700 Liquid Level Indicator

The simplest float and tape gauging product available indicates level on the side of the tank with no power required

- Provides an accuracy of 1” inch (25 mm)
- Durable aluminum gaugeboard with vinyl facing
- Various installation options available for almost every tank type
- Activate visual and audible alarms or drive relays with the 2557 ALS

## 2920 Float & Tape Transmitter

Integrate a float and tape tank gauge into your inventory management system using the latest and most accurate encoder technology to date.

- Supports IA-485 MODBUS, Mark/Space, TankWay and BiPhase Mark protocols
- Precision designed and manufactured absolute capacitance encoder for optimum level measurement accuracy
- Touch screen for display and configuration
- Stainless steel direct-drive gearing ensures smooth, reliable operation
- Digital and Analog I/O
- 3- or 4-Wire RTD temperature input
- HART Master for up to four smart devices
- Optional two or four cam-operated switches
- Independent surge protection - galvanically-isolated power circuit and optically-isolated communications
- CfMus/ATEX/IECEX approved for use in hazardous areas
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